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I A Mass Moment of Inertia per Unit Length of
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Sh Slope of the Static Torque Curve for the

Ourved Model
V Velocity
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r Damping Coefficient
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x Displacement
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III. IHTRODUCTION‘

The problem of aerodynamic instability of flex-
ible bridge spans is one that has faced the engineering
profession for many years. Only recently, however, have
there been any systematic attacks made on the solution of

'the problem and methods proposed for removing the cause
of the difficulty. Research programs have been under-
taken at various colleges and universities throughout the
country to study the aerodynamic stability characteris·
tics of models of actual suspension bridges and of simple
deck or roadway sections by wind tunnel tests. Much in-
formation has been obtained from these test programs which
has removed some of the air of mystery surrounding the
problem. The present investigation contains the results

· of one of these test programs which has been conducted at
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute• y

One important criterion that has been confirmed
as a result of these investigations is the fact that the
response of a suspension bridge to wind is a function of
the shape of the deck or roadway. Therefore, it is im-
portant to discover and evaluate aerodynamically favor-
able arrangements of the structural elements in the deck,
in order to remove the cause of the instability. With
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this view in mind, the first objective of this thesis is
to investigate the stability characteristics of five
promising deck sections by wind tunnel tests on models
of various depth and width ratios, various size deck open-
ings and various fin widths. The aerodynamic characteris-
tics of a section are obtained from two types of tests:
static and dynamic. Static testing involves measurement
of components of the force exerted by moving air on a
model that is not free to move. Dynamic testing involves
determination of the response of an elastically mounted
model to the effects of a range of wind speeds. e

In previous studies certain discrepancies were
w found to exist between theoretical and experimental re-

sults. Since the theory was based on the assumption that
the oscillations of a suspensien bridge were caused by
self-excited motion alone, the conclusion was drawn that
the difference was probably due to ferced motion caused
by the Harman effect also being measured experimentally.
In an effort tc show that a forced motion is the cause
for the difference, Dr. Steinman has developed an expres-
sion for the determination of aerodynamic stability based

‘upon the excitation of a body by an external harmonic
force. The partial substantiation of this expression by
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_ wind tunnel tests on section models is the second objective
of this thesis.

The five basic sections that are investigated v
g

here were selected as a result of previous investigations
conducted at V.P.I. in conjunction with their test program
concerning aerodynamic stability cf suspension bridge sec·
tions(l8) (see Bibliography).° This investigation is a con-
tinuation of this test program and it is hoped that by
determining basic bridge sections which are aerodynamically
stable, the engineer will be afforded a guide which will
enable him to design stable sections more readily„
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IV. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Before entering into a discussion of aerodynamic
stability, definitions of the terminology used are pre-
{sented. In all cases the definitions are those which are
currently accepted as standard in the literature on the

W

subject.

1
A. TERMINOLOGY

1. Aerodynamic Coefficients. The force exerted
by a fluid on an immersed body depends upon the relative
Velocity between the body and the fluid. This resultant
force is usually resolved into two components; one in the
direction of flow called ”drag" and one normal to this
direction called ”lift”(2). In general, this resultant
force will not act through the center of the body and
therefore will cause e "torque” or moment effect(9).

By experiment or dimensional analysis the most
convenient form for determining lift, drag and torque has
been found to be(2•9):

E l

° 4
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Lift =· 6L J;. v2A

Drag = CD -2;- V2A

Torque = CM··§L V2Ab

where
CL, CD and CM are dimensionless coefficients depend-

ing upon the shape of the cross sec—
tion and Reynolds Number

A is the area of the deck (center to
center of girders) (square feet)

b is the chord or width of the section
(feet)

}° is the density of the air (slugs per

_ cubic foot)
V is the velocity of the air (feet per

second)

Äägi is the dynamic pressure (pounds per

square foot)

2. Center of Pressure. The location of the

resultant force (R1) acting on a body is called the ”center

of pressure" and is important in the study of the forces
acting on a basic bridge section. It is standard practice
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in aerodynamics and hydrodynamics to express the distance
from the center of the section to the center of pressure
as a percentage of the chord. By dividing the slope of
the torque curve by the slope of the lift curve this per-
centage known as the eccentricity (e), can be determined.
since

Tor ue LiftC ·
g and C • EM J2!. Ab L .Ä2!. A2 2

therefore
B

CM „ Tor ue „ C P „
Ü; Lift x E Ü Q

where C.P. is the center of pressure measured from the
mid-span of the chord(9’l7).

l

3. Forces on Basic Bridge Section. The re- 1
sultant force is also dependent upon the angle of attack
(°<). This is the angle measured between the chord of the
section and the relative wind direction.

R1
L

é
:3 b

Ä jd
V| b |

Figure 1. Forces on Basic Bridge Section
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A. Logarithmic Decrement (df). Information ob-
tained from the dynamic tests is presented in terms of the
logarithmic decrement. This is defined as the natural
logarithm of the ratio of the amplitudes of two successive
cycles in an oscillating system(8). For practical purposes,
‘because of the relatively small values of decrement en~
countered in these tests, the logarithmic decrement was
determined from I

°‘··%l¤¥«
where n represents the number of cycles required to

effect the decay of half the amplitudc
1 X' is some initial amplitude

X" is an amplitude equal to one—half the initial
amplitude. I

e 5. Structural Damping. All damping effects,
exclusive of aerodynamic factors, are included in struc-
tural damping. These effects include internal hysteresis
due to varying stress conditions end friction due to-
relative movement of the elements of the deck(13).
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6. Self-excited Vibrations. The alternating
force that amplifies and sustains the oscillation is
created or controlled by the oscillation itself in a self-
excited vibration. Therefore, the alternating force is
automatically acting at the natural frequency of the body
itself. The oscillations of flexible bridge spans are
considered in this category(l6).

7. Forced Vibrations. The alternating force
that initiates, amplifies and sustains the vibration exists
independently of the vibration itself in a forced vibra-
tion. This force is present regardless of whether the body
upon which it acts is in motion or not. In this case the
frequency of the alternating force is independent of the
natural frequency of the body and any resonant condition
is depedent upon accidental resonance. Vibrations iden-
tified with vortex shedding are considered as forced
vibrations(l6). n

8. Section Ratio. In order to apply results
obtained from model tests to their prototypes, it is im-
portant that several scale relationships be preserved.
One such relationship is the ratio of the depth of the
girder to the chord or width of the section(l•1“).
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9. Aspect Ratio. Another important relation-
ship necessary for transferring results from one system
to another is the ratio of the span length to the chord
or width of the section, called the aspect ratio(1*9). In
these tests end plates were used to obtain essentially two
dimensional parallel flow or an aspect ratio of infinity.

10. Mass—Density Ratio. In order to transfer
values of the logarithmic decrement from one system to
another the mass—density·ratio must be used. For vertical
motion (dynamic tests) this ratio appears in the form
Äégä. For torsional motion (dynamic tests) this ratio
appears in the form.£;ä?. In these expressions “m" is

_ the mass per unit length of structure, ”I” is the mass
moment of inertia per unit length of structure, and the
other parameters are es previously defined(l3). In all
cases the decrement is multiplied by the appropriate
mass—density ratio before transferring to another system.
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B. AERODYNAMIC STABILITY

l. Stability. The response of a suspension
bridge to wind is chiefly a function of the shape of the
deck. Basically, then, the problem of aerodynamic insta-
bility in flexible bridge spans reduces to the selection
of a deck section whose proportions are of a stable char-
a°Ü€I°•

From a report by Maher and Becker(13) describing
instability, they state:

"The basic difficulty with the suspension‘ bridge arises from a property described as aero-dynamic instability. Fundamentally, this meansthat a deck section has such a shape that thepressures generated by moving air produce a down-ward force when the body is moving downward and
an upward force when the body is moving upward
thus causing increasing amplitudes in each cycle.This effect is continued until a limiting am li-
tude is reached or the amplitude becomes higä
enough to cause disintegration of the structure•
This situation may occur in vertical or torsional
(rocking) motion or in a combination (coupled)
motion."

_ On the other hand, when an aerodynamically
stable section, free to oscillate elastically, is given
an initial amplitude, it will experience a progressive
decay in amplitude because of the forces acting on it.

By idealising the bridge section into a mass,
spring and damper system for vertical motion a clearer
concept of instability may be visualized. It is assumed

a



that a harmonic lift force is acting on the body (mass)
at the natural frequency of the system(13). If the gen-
eral case of a harmonic force (F) leading the displace-
ment (x) by a phase angle (e) is considered for this
idealized system, the displacement and force may be rep- ‘
resented as

A x ¤ Kb Sin(u>t - ß)

F = Fb Sin ost

Fb A

cot — ,4

Figure 2. Harmonie Force and Displacement

where ”Xo” is the displacement amplitude, ”Fb"
the force

amplitude and “co”
is the angular velocity. The werk done („

per cycle on the system becomes ·

Work ¤ TTFB Ko Sin ¢
If the energy input is only partially dissipated by the
struotural damping present, then an unstable condition
results. If the energy output to structural damping
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exceeds the energy input to the system then a stable con-

dition exists. In the usual structure, this structural
damping is rather low, although values in the range of

0.05 to 0.10 have been reported on some actual bridges(7).
The lift force on a vertically oscillating sec-

tion is a function of the dimensionless parameter V/Nb,
where ”N” is the frequency, "V” the wind velocity and ”b”

the cherd or width of the deck(;3). In the usual dynamic
tests this parameter (V/Nb) is plotted against the log— 0

arithmic decrement. Theoretically(19) it has been shown
that for certain deck sections, the decrement has alter-

nating positive and negative values approaching a con-
‘ stant value at high values of V/Nb. Depending on whether

the section is stable or unstable, this approximate con-
stant value of the decrement will be positive or negative,

respectively. It can now be seen why there exist regions
of limited stability for basically unstable sections and
regions of limited instability for basically stable sec·
tions(l3). The one vitally important difference between y
stable and unstable sections is therefore: ”A basically
unstable section will have an upper critical range that
is unlimited and, therefore, potentially catastr¤ph•
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A general theory in the field of aerodynamic
stability was proposed by Dr. D. B. Steinman in the
October l9h9 Proceedings of the American Society of Civil

Engineers. Basically, he wrote the general equations for
the aerodynamic forces of lift and torque acting on an
oscillating section and equated this to the corresponding
expression for the dynamic forces acting on the section.
The effects of vertical Velocity, angular displacement,
angular Velocity and angle of incidence are included in
the aerodynamic expressions. The parameters represent—
ing the aerodynamic characteristics cf the section and
the coefficients representing the Variation of the aero·

dynamic forces with wind Velocity are obtained from -
static wind tunnel tests on straight and curved mod-
e1s(19). By determining these coefficients from exper—
imental tests, it is possible to predict the general be-
havior of any bridge section, regardless of how complex
it may be. The equations he arrived at for determining
stability were:

A

for pure vertical motion

J ~ ·· -2- (F],S1) gs .... eq. 13 (Dr. Steinman)
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for pure torsional motion

J =* ·· .. eq. 16 (Dr. Steinman)

where J
cg is the logarithmic decrement

u is the mass~density ratio Llägä) 1
§% is the Velocity ratio
S1 is the slope of the static lift curve for the

straight model

S2 is the slope of the static torque curve for „
the straight model

Sh is the slope of the static torque curve for
the curved model

al is four times the radius of gyration squared
divided by the square of the chord width

Fl, Fh and G2 are correction factors, found by
integrating the effect of pressure distribu—
tion across the section, to account for the
phase difference ... eq. 5 (Dr. Steinman)

2. Criteria for Stability. From static tests

on non·oscillating models it ie possible to determine
criteria for catastrophic instability(l3). Static tests
are usually reported as plots of the coefficients of lift,
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drag and torque versus angle of attack. If the slope of
the lift graph plus the value of the drag coefficient at
a particular angle of attack is positive, then the sec-
tion under test will be vertically stable for high ranges
of V/Nb. Similarly, if the slope of the torque graph is
positive then the section will be torsionally stable at
high ranges of V/Nb. ”In

either case, if negative values
result then the section will be catastrophically unstable.
For the theoretical proof of these criteria see D. B.
Steinman(l5) or J. P. Den Hartog(3).l

From dynamic tests, which are here reported as
E

plots of the logarithmic decrement versus theparameterV/Nb,
it is possible to determine the ranges of stability

or instability depending upon whether the sum of the
structural damping plus the logarithmic decrement is
positive or negative, respectively.

C. VORTEX EFFECT

The classical representation of the Karman °

vortex effect is shown by a cylinder moving transversely ,
at a uniform velocity through a fluid or by a fluid moving

\

steadily past a stationary immersed cylinder. For this
condition, eddies are shed periodically from the cylinder
forming the we1l~known Karman vortex trail. Each time an
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eddy is released, an unbalanced lateral force acts on
the cylinder. If the cylinder is free to oecillate lat-
erally, then a forced Vibration at the eddy frequency may
result due to these lateral unbalanced forces. Should the
natural frequency of the cylinder be at or near the eddy
frequency the Vibration of the cylinder may reach a large
amp1itude(l6).

It is believed that a similar effect occurs on
deck sections caused by alternating flow around the gird-

W

ers, particularly around the edges of·the leading girder.
The usual bridge section is composed chiefly of essen-
tially flat members with relatively sharp edges, there-
fore, it is significant to note the findings made by Fage
and Johansen(h) in their study of the wake behind a flat
plate of infinite span (1927). These experiments indi-
cated that for the vortex trail behind the plate 1/d Sinß
remained substantially constant (equal to 5.32 average) '

eas the angle of incidence varded between 30° and 90°.
(See Figure 3).
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2- _. __ __ ..fÜ! -—
V
ßd *=”|1

— _—‘— 'T-J" " ·· —· —— -. ..V xx

Figure 3. Vortex Trail Behind Infinite Flat Plate

where
V is the velocity in undisturbed air relative

to plate,d
is the depth of plate (which had knife sharp

, edges)
h is the lateral spacing of vortex rows

1 is the epacing of vortices a short distance

behind the plate

p is the angle of incidence of plate

The usual range of angles of attack for static tests is

·15° to +15° which would correspond to Fage and Johansen's

angle of incidence range of 75° to 90°. They also found

that the wake opened out with increasing distance from the

plate contrary to von Karman*s assumption that ”h” remains

conatant. However, they agree with von Karman*s
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theoretical value for the ratio h/1 • 0,280 at six times
the depth of the plate downstream(5). Another important
finding in this investigation was the disclosure that
there was a variation in vortex frequency (f) with a
change in [5 , As fb was increased from 30° to 90°, f de-
creased from 0,8A0·¥ to 0,766·¥, For a more complete
study of the role of the vortex in aerodynamic excitaticn
of suspension bridges see Farquharson(5),

In 19hl, Dr, Steinman advanced the possibility
of the vortex effect having contributed to the failure of
the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, Because of space limitation a
portion of a paper written by Dr, Steinman, which was sub-
sequently published, was omitted (“The Rigidity and Aero-
dynamic Stability of Suspension Bridges” American Society
of Civil Engineers, l9h3), Concerning the reasons why
the Tacoma Bridge failed, the following is part‘of the
omitted portion of that paper(2O),

‘
The existing theory does not explain ,,,,,,,
”l, Why the lower (and more dangerous)

-modes did not appear at the hggggg wind veloc-
äääes

(as they have appeared on other bridges;

“2, Why each mode had a most favorablä

followed a law that was too regular to be
accidental,
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"The preceding analysis based on aerodynamic
instability therefore needs to be supplemented or
modified for a more complete solution of the prob-
lem. To supply a physical answer to these remain-
ing äuestions, two alternative (and possibly re- '
late ) explanations are offered:

”l„ The Von Karman vortex effect•
”2• A low-velocity effect whereby aerodynamic

instability is created by the phase difference
(relative to wind velocity) across the width of the
section. (This relation, as applied to vertical
oscillations, has hitherto been unsuspected and
unexp1ored•)
The Eon Karman Vortex Effegt

”The vortex theory requires resonance of the
A oecillations with the vertical impulses of auto-

matically generated alternating vortices whose
frequency depends on the wind velocity. The
established relation is of the form 3

d
where_g usually denotes the diameter cf a circular
section but is here tentatively applied to the
girder depth of a bridge cross-section. This would
explain the selcctive determination of mode of
oscillation as a function of wind velocity, if the
Von Karman effect is active in creating, modifying
or amplifying the initial cscillations. The re-
corded values of most favorable wind velocities for
the different modes on the Tacoma span are very
closely checked by the above formula with a slight° modification, namely an indicated reduction in the
numerical coefficient at higher velocities:
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where all units are in feet and seconds. (The fac-
tor 350 presumably includes some velocity constant
to balance the dimensions.) The comparison is as
follows:

Obeerved
{g Nßminute V (bg Eg, ggaj Most Favorable V

1 8 3.3 MFH 3.3 MFH
3 12 5.1 5
k 16.5 7.k 7•5
S 21 9.9 10 A
6 zu 11.8 12
7 27 13.9 lk

Where sufficient observations were available, the
frequencies of other observed wind velocities were
distributed around the respective most favorable
velocities in the general form of a probability
curve.

"The Von Karman vortex effect is generally
identified with aerodynamically stable sections.
Some intermediate or border-line cross-sectionsmay also be subiäct to this action. The suc-
scessive or comb ed action of reeonant vortices
and aerodynamic instability might explain the be-
havior of the Tacoma span.

”The official report on the Tacoma bridge
failure (by a board of engineers consisting of
O. H. Ammann, M. Am. Soc. C. E. Theodor Von —
Karman, M. Am. Soc. C. E., and Ölenn B. Woodruff,
M. Am. Soc. C. E.) discarded the vortex effect
as an explanation of the vertical oscillations,
prineipally because the required shaäp correla~
tion between wind velocity and oec sation fre-
quency was lacking.

”0sci1lations observed on other bridges
closely check the analysis based on aerodynamic
instability, and are fully explained thereby,
without involving any indicated influence of
the Von Karman effect.“ _
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In l9h2 a report by Farquharson and Dunn(6)

indicated rather definitely that the probable cause of
bending oscillations in the Tacoma narrsws Bridge were
a result of vortex shedding. In 19b3 a report by Von
Karman and Dunn(lo) on the investigation of this same
bridge stated, in part,

‘ ”Resonance between the frequency of vortexshedding and one of the natural frequencies ofthe bridge (Tacoma Narrows) was often suggestedas the reason for the vertical oscillations.However, this hypothesis does not explain thefact that self-excited oscillations exist overrather wide ranges of velocities. It has beenfound that in general the vortex frequency pro·duced by a blunt obstacle in the wind streamis proportional to the wind velocity. Hence,clear cut resonance could exist only at welldefined wind velocities. It appears that thephenomenon is determined by the following con-ditions:
a) While the structure is at rest thevortex frequency is controlled by the wind.
b) At certain discrete wind velocities,which we will designate as the “critica1 ve-locities,” the vortex frequency will eithercoincide with, or be a multiple of, one ofthe frequencies of motion of the structure.Such coincidence results in self—excited

oscillations.
c) Beyond the critical wind velocitiesthe oscillating structure and not the wind

velocity controls the vortex frequency. Insuch cases the range of oscillation extendsover certain finite ranges of wind velocity•The lower limit of each range is a criticalvelocity. The upper limit s not as welldefined as the critical velocity. However,between the upper limit and the next criticalvelocity the structure is practically at rest.”



In l9h7 Dr. Steinman stated(l6) w
"In the past, two categories of instabilityproblems have been distinguished: se1f—exoitedvibrations, and forced Vibrations.
”Recent discoveries tend to efface the lineof demarcation between these two classificationsof instability problems. It has been found thatVibrations identified with vortex shedding alsoinvolve automatic synchronism, er control ofimpulse frequency by Vibration frequency, oncethe Vibrations have been initiated. This broadensthe base of similarity and correspondence betweenthe two types of instability and strengthens thes prospect of ultimately reducing all instability gphenomena to a common basic explanation andanalysis.”
In 1955 a report by Maher and Becker(l3) showed

discrepancies existing between the theory proposed by Dr.
Steinman(l9) and experimental results from dynamic tests
on section models. There was disagreement with respect
to the scale of the decrement Values and with respect to
the location of critical values of V/Nb. However, there
was agreement in the overall form of the graphs and in
the predicted cycling of the stable and unstable regions.
Dr. Steinman advanced the explanation for this difference
in a supplement to the report(l3) which, in part, read

"The plotted graphs of vertical and tor-sional stability response presented by Maherand Becker show sharp peaks of limited sta-bility and instability at certain critical ve-locity ratios. These peaks represent typicalresonan e effects, superimposed upon the generalBasic curves given by the writer*s theory. The



peak resonance effects represent forced vibra-
tions (due to a harmonic force of independent
frequency), whereas the smoother general curve
given by the writer's theory represents self-
excited vibrations, due to harmonic forces
having automatically the frequency of the
oscillating section.

"The forced Vibrations producing the peak
resonance effects, are similar t those acting
on a circular section, and correspond to theahedding of alternate vortices at the tog andbottom of the section. (See Reference 1 .)

"The superimposed resonance effect (or
"vortex effect") appears in a sharply narrow
range of low velocity ratio, and is non-
catastro hie. It is not a factor in coupled
oscillatgons, which appear at relatively high
values of V/Nb.”

In December 195L, Dr. Steinman(2l) developed a
relationship for a harmonic force acting on a body in
terms of structural damping, natural and actual frequen-
cies, and steady state and arbitrary amplitude. This
expression partially shows that the existing discrepan-
cies between experimental and theoretical results are
due to a forced Vibration effect. The development of
this expression in essence is as followsz

The work done per cycle on an oscillating body with damp-
ing is

AW ¤ TTPaSind — TTra2a>
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where
P is an arbitrary external force
a is an arbitrary displacement
ß is the phase angle
r is the coefficient for damping
üb is the angular Velocity

The potential energy of this system is

,12W aka

where k ie the elastic spring constant

The net decrement (<Ä£) is assumed equal to the difference
F between the aerodynamic decrement (ef;) and the structural

— decrement ( Jg);

Therefore

Ö == J -· J zéH¤-Ü-(Pßind-rwa)buy a gs zw kei
For a steady state condition where ef; is zero

J
a x·0un Sin ß - 1g

where ”ao” is the steady state amplitude. The vector rep-
resentation of the steady state condition is as shown in
Figure A. p
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OJ (üb ag

~ Figure A. Vector Representation of Steady State Condition

Therefore, the net decrement is

H ·Eä•(aoI°(•U arw) ai
)

It is now convenient to put EE-Q in the following form,

where the structural damping is assumed to beviscous.For
critical damping

F Pc -# -3-‘— or k ==rcwu“
"'2""’

stumm r ·=1«·• “"°‘**=?l-*1-°i Au S U. Hg or —-E-• rccou



Since cg == 2’¤’·;,:-· therefore
-E£--‘$’- =¤ J .-9)-c k S can

where
{ rc is the critical damping coefficient

I m is the mass of the body
(dh is the natural frequency of the body

Substituting this relation in the previous expression
for da it can be seen that

l

y ‘ 8,) • 8

From this it is evident that the following is true:
whena

=· ao then éa ¤ J8
a ¤ 0 then da • CK:
a > an then el; ·· JS ( O (stability)

It should be noted that in this development only,
a negative net decrement indicates a stable condition. In
all other cases in this thesis a positive decrement indi—
cates stability.

Since the phase angle itself is a variable, ex·
cept for a steady state condition, this relationship is a



good approximation only for amplitudes relatively close

to the steady state amplitudm ·
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V. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. OBJEOTIVES

The primary objective of this thesis is to inves-
tigate the aerodynamic stability characteristics of five
promising basic suspension bridge deck sections. The selec·
tion of these five different arrangements of the structural
elements in the deck is the result of a test program which
has been conducted at V.P.I.(lh’l8). Previous static tests
on models of similar proportions indicate that the sections
presently under investigation will be basically aerodynam·
ically stable. Present static tests have been run to
check the stability characteristics of these five par-
ticular sections. Dynamic tests have been conducted in
order to determine the stability response of these sec-
tions to uncoupled tersional and vertical motion, thereby
presenting a more complete picture of their aerodynamic
stability characteristics.

A second objective of this thesis is to substan-
tiate in part the theory proposed by Dr. Steinman(2O),
that the present discrepancies existing between experimen·
tal and theoretical results, concerning the aercdynamic
stability of suspension bridge deck sections, are due to
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a forced motion (Karman) effect. Previously,the theory(l9)

considercdonly the effect of self—excited motion acting on

the section, without any consideration of a forced motion.

From a study of dynamic tests run at varying initial am-

plitudes on a basic H-section, a partial confirmation of

this theory of the Karman effect has been presented. A

number of unsuccessful attempts were made during this

investigation to measure directly the effect of the forced

motion by experimental methods. Because of time limite-

tions the completion of this portion of the test program

was postponed until a later date. It is believed that in

the near future this will successfully be accomplished by
a using an experimental technique now being developed as

part of the continuation of this testprogram.B.

PLAN GFINVESTIGATIONThe

plan of investigation was divided into the

following three parts: (A) to determine the lift, drag

and torque graphs from static tests for the five section

models under consideration; (B) to determine the sta—

bility response graphs for these same five sections in

both vertical and torsional motion; and (G) to



determine the stability response graphs for an H-section
in both vertical and torsional motion for various initial
amplitudese

The sections tested are the following variations
of girder H•sections: (In all cases the models were 18
inches long and the chord (b) was 8 inches.)

1 Section '*a" ik SI: Id° _ b|~—••
where d/b ¤ 0.15 and c -• s ¤- d/2

2. Section "b" 8 ll- 8 d
· b

where d/b ¤- (1.30; s ¤ 2/3 d and c ¤ d/le

3. Section ”c** Ä}- säild
br··i————i-e

where a/h - 0.26 and e - e · e/2

he Section Id
b¤——————————·•

p _ where d/b ~ 0,26 and c • s -• d/3
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5. Section ”e"
8 -—----——— s d

· where d/b - 0.38 and s ¤ d/2

6. Girder H—section with d/b - 0.20
6

|—————1l¤
I b

G. APPARATUS AND MATERIALS
6

1. The models used in this investigation were
I constructed of an aluminum deck, and detachable aluminum

girders and fins. The slots in the deck were open
83·l/3% in the longitudinal direction; the remaining
solid portion being required for support of the girders
and fins. The width of the slots was varied by insert·
ing appropriate balsa wood plugs which were scotch-taped
to the deck. End plates were used to obtain essentially I
two dimensienal flow or an aspect ratio of infinity.

2. The wind tunnel at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute was used for all testing. This tunnel has a 35—

horseower D.C. motor capable of producing wind velocities
up to 150 miles per hour. It is a horizontal single re-
turn type of tunnel with a three—foot circular open section.
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3. The wind velocity was measured with an
‘

Alnor Anemometer (hot wire) for speeds up to 600 feet
per minute and above this velocity a micromanometer, con-
nected to two static tubes in the tunnel, was used. n _

L. The static tests were conducted with the
model being held in the aluminum frame shown in Figure 5.I
A top and bottom floor system was used to prevent down-
wash or upwash from striking the frame. The frame is
connected by linkages to a four-component type of bal-
ance system which measures lift, drag and torque with an
accuracy up to l/100 of a pound. The angle of attack was
measured by means of a circular protractor connected to -
the model, using a stationary pointer on the frame for
reference.

A

5. The dynamic tests were of two types: ver-
tical motion and torsional motion.

The setup for vertical motion is shown in Fig-
ure 6. The steel frame with model and end plates rigidly ·

connected is free to oscillate in a vertical plane only.
This is accomplished by means of the four steel bar
springe shown rigidly connected to the wooden frame by
means of steel mounting blocks. The steel frame is guyed
laterally to prevent motion in that direction.
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1 The setup for torsional motion is shown in Fig-
ure 7. The model is supported by a short shaft at each
end which passes through a ball-bearing mount supported
by a vertical strut rigidly connected to the frame. The
end plates are connected to the ball-bearing mounts and
are stationary. The end of each shaft is connected to a
steel bar spring held rigidly to the wooden frame allowing
the mode1·to oecillate torsionally only.

_ The oscillations of the model in both types of
tests are picked up by a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT), consisting of a coil form and a mov-
able iron core. The core of the LVDT was connected by a
linkage to the top of the steel frame for vertical motion
(Figure 6) and to the rear fin of the model itself for
torsional motion (Figure 7). The relative mvement be-
tween the coil (which was rigidly connected to the frame)
and the core causes changes in inductance in the circuit,
which are directly proportional to displacements of the
model. The output of the LVDT is fed to a Dyna-Myke
which amplifies the signal and in turn feeds it to a
Brush Oscillograph which makes a permanent time-displace-
ment record. Since the speed of the moving tape on the
Brush Oscillograph is known, the frequency ofvibrationcan

be detemined easily. By means of this time-
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displacement record, the logarithmic decrement is also _
determined by means of the relationship previously noted l
under “Terminology".

A picture of the entire setup for torsional
motion is shown in Figure 8. On the table at the bottom
left is the Brush Oscillograph flanked on either side by (

a Dyna-Myke. The coil of the LVDT is connected to a
wooden block which is clamped to the base of the main
wooden frame in the tunnel, immediately below the right
fin of the model. The movable core of the LVDT is con-
nected to the brass rod extending down from this same fin
(trailing edge). The Alnor Anemometer is shown on a shelf
on the wooden frame. At the bottom right is shown the
micromanometer and the variable resistors which control
the speed of the air stream in the tunnel.

For a more complete treatment of the apparatus
in the V.P.I. Wind Tunnel see References(1'l3'lh).
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D. METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The method of procedure used here is one that
has been developed over a period of years and has now be-
come practically standard for static and dynamic tests
conducted in the V.P.I. wind tunnelfw)

1. Static Tests

a. Determination of Tare. The model was re-
moved from the frame and the tare of the\frame, end
plates and struts was determined by measuring the amount
of lift, drag and torque acting at test speed.

b. Dynamic Pressure. All static tests were 6

run at a constant actual dynamic pressure ßgägä) of 2.67
inches of water. By using a constant pressure, the errors
due to changes in density and temperature are eliminated.

c. Test Procedure. The model was held sta-
tionary in the frame shown in Figure 5 throughout the
test. At zero velocity the values of lift, drag and
torque were read from the scales in the tunnel pit. Then
readings were taken at varying angles of attack from -12
degrees to +12 degrees at two degree increments, while
holding the test dynamic pressure constant.
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2. Dynamic Tests ·

a. Determination of Tare. The damping that
exists in the frame and supports was measured by replacing
the model by a flat steel bar of equal weight. By giving
this system an initial displacement at zero Velocity the
logarithmic decrement was determined from the time—dis- ~
placement record. This correction was then subtracted

V from the resulting decrement at the various test speeds.
The decrement obtained by using the model itself at zero
Velocity was very nearly the same as when using the steel
bar, therefore, it was decided to use the model itself at
zero Velocity for the only correction to be made on the
decrement. The correction procedure using the flat steel
bar of equivalent weight was used only for the vertical
motion tests of the H·section. V

b. Test Procedure. The models were held in
the air stream as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The model
was displaced by a known amount from its equilibrium
position by a trigger mechanism. At the desired Velocity
the trigger was released allowing the model to oscillate
freely. If the amplitudes, recorded on the Brush 0scillo—
graph tape, diminished as time went on, this indicated a
section where the aerodynamic plus the structural damping P
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were positive. For this case the logarithmic decrement
was called positive and computed by the previous formula
after selecting an initial amplitude near the beginning
of each run and counting the number of cycles required to
cause the decay of half the amplitude.

a If the amplitudes increase after an initial T

displacement then the model is held in its equilibrium
position and then released, allowing it to oscillate‘
freely. The amplitude was allowed to increase until
itapproachedthe practical limit of the LVDT. For this
case, the aerodynamic plus the structural damping is ‘

T
negative, consequently the decrement obtained from the
record of this type of motion is considered negative.

Readings were taken at zero velocity and at
higher velocities spaced at convenient intervals until
a V/Nb ratio of five was reached. At this point, if the
section showed definite stable characteristics, the test-T
ing was terminated. However, if the section showed signs
of being unstable for higher ranges of V/Nb, tests were
run at higher velocities until a definite trend was estab-
lished either toward stability or instability. In some
cases for sections which were exhibiting neutral quali-
ties at rather high V/Nb ratios, the testing was
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discontinued when it was felt that the velocities had

reached a practical limit as far as the structural
strength of the model was concerned.c.‘

Initial Displacements. For the vertical
motion tests, sections ”a” to ”e“ were initially die—

placed 0.10 inch from the equilibrium position. For the

torsional motion_tests, sections "a” to “e" were initially
displaced 1.0 degree from the equilibrium position. For

~the girder H·section, vertical motion tests were run for

initial displacements of 0.025, 0.050, 0.075 and 0.10

inch. In the torsional motion tests on the girder H—sec·

tion, initial displacements of 0.025, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0

degree were used.
d. Angle of attack. In all dynamic tests an

angle of attack of 1.5 degrees was used since the wind

tunnel produced an air stream inclined upward at this

angle on a model held level with reference to the earth's

surface. ‘
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E. DATA

1. Static Tests

The coefficients for lift, drag and torque were
calculated by using the formulas previously presented.

8

These coefficients were then plotted against the corres~
pending angles of attack. Because of slight discrepancies
in the wind tunnel alignment, these plots do not pass
through the origin as they should for symmetric sections. '
Therefore, the following graphic cerrection was made:(L4°

a. For Lift and Torque 8

1. The curve obtained from the actual test
was traced.

2. The trace was rotated 180* and matched
with the actual curve.

3. The actual curve was again traced with
its axis.

L. The mean of these two curves and their
axes was taken as correct and plotted
in this report(l).

‘

b. For Drag
A similar correction was made except that
in Step 2 the trace was turned over instead
of rotated(1).
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2. Dynamic Tests
A

The logarithmic decrement was computed for each

run and corrected by subtracting the decrement obtained at

zero velocity for the particular section. These decre-

mente were then plotted against the corresponding values

of V/Nb. In all cases the natural frequency (N) at zero

velocity was used for this parameter (V/Nb). j

F. -RESULTS
1

The graphs on the following pages represent the

results of this investigation. °
_

1. Section ”g”. v

The static tests of section ”a“, Figure 9, indi-

cate that the section is vertically stable for angles of

attack above +2* and below -2*, while between +2* and -2*

the section exhibits neutral qualities since the slope of

the lift graph is practically zero in this range. The

moment graph indicates torsional instability for angles

of attack between +2* to +10* and -2* to -10*, while be-

tween +2* and -2*, the section again exhibits neutral qual-

ities. Above +10* and below -10* the graph indicates tor-

sional stability.
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The dynamic test for the vertical motion of sec·
tion ”a”, Figure 10, shows that in the upper critical range,
above a velocity ratio (V/Nb) of 5.0, the section is basic-
ally neutral although lt is very slightly unstable. A
relatively smll amount of structural damping would shift
the axis upward causlng this section to be stable. The
stable region between velocity ratlos of 1.8 and 5.0 pre-
sents no dlfflculty, whereas the limited instablllty in the
second critical range from V/Nb of 0 to 1.8 would also be
reduced conslderably by structural damping. The torslonal
stabillty response graph for this section (Figure ll) in-
dlcates torsional stability for velocity ratlos above L.?
and is also stable for all practical purposes from V/Nb
of O to 1.9. The limited instability condition between
veloclty ratlos of 1.9 and L.? might cause uncomfortable
vibrations but the inherent damping in the structure would .
reduce this condition somewhat.
2. Section ”b”.

This section has the same general shape as sec-
X

tion “a”, with twice the girder depth, twice the slot
width and the same fin width. These changes have improved
the torsional stability and at the same time reduced the
evertical stability.
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The static lift graph for section "b" (Figure 12)

indicates vertical instability between angles of attack of

-10* and +10*. Outside this range the lift graph indicates
a stable region. The sttic moment graph (Figure 12) in-

dicetes a neutral section between -1* and +1* (angle of

attack). Between the angles of -1* to -7* and +1* to +7*

the section exhibits torsionally stable qualities. Above

+7* and below -7* the section indicates instability for

torsional motion.

For the dynamic tests above the critical velocity

J ratio of 3.0 the vertical stability response graph (Figure

13) indicates vertical instability of approximately a con-

stant decrement. If the structural damping were slightly

larger than 0.0A this section would be vertically stable

for velocity ratios up to at least 12.0. For V/Nb values

less than 3,0 the section is vertically stable. The tor-

sional stability response graph of section
”b” (Figure lb)

indicates a torsionally stable condition above a velocity

ratio of 3.0. There is a limited instability condition

between velocity ratios of 2.1 and 3.0 which would be 5
rsduced somewhat by structural damping. In the V/Nb

range between 0 and 2.1 the section indicates torsionally

stable characteristics.
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3. Section "c”.

The static tests of section "c”
(Figure 15) in-

dicate slight vertical instability between values of ·2°
and +2°, angle of attack. Outside this range the section
is vertically stable. The static moment graph indicates
a stable region between ·5.7° to +5.7°, angle of attack.
Outside this range the section is torsionally unstable.

The dynamic tests for the vertical motion of
section ”c”, Figure 16, indicate that above the velocity
ratio of 2.2 the section is vertically stable. There is
a range of slight limited instability between V/Nb of 1.5
to 2.2. Below velocity ratios of 2.2 the section is ver—
tically stable. The section is torsionally unstable

— (Figure 17) above the critical velocity ratio of 10.6
and exhibits a high degree of limited instability between
values of 1.9 and 3.2 (V/Nb). There are torsionally
stable regions between velocity ratios of 0 to 1.9 and
from 3.2 to 10.6. „
h. Section "d”. .’

Section “d” is similar to section ”c" with a
reduction in size of the center slot and the outside fins
of section "d”.
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The static tests reveal (Figure 18) that section
”d” is vertically unstable between angles of attack of -3°
to +3°. Outside this range vertical stability is indi-
cated. The section is torsionally unstable over the entire
range of angle of attack.

The dynamic tests indicate that for vertical mo-
tion (Figure 19) the section is stable above velocity

ratios of 2.1. There is a region of limited instability
between velocity ratioe of 1.6 and 2.1; whereas below 1.6
the section is vertically stable. Figure 20 reveals cat-
astrophic torsional instability above the critical ve-
locity ratio of 8.2. There is also a region of limited
instability between V/Nb values of 2.0 and 3.h. Although
there are two regions of stability for torsional motion,
one between velocity ratios of 3.h and 8.2, the other be-
tween 0 and 2.0, this section is highly undesirable be-
cause of its torsional catastrophic instability in the
high ranges of V/Nb.
5. Section “e”.

The static tests (Figure 21) indicate that the
section is unstable over the entire range of angles of
attack for vertical motion. aßimilarly, for torsional
motion the section is basically unstable except for a
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region of stability between angles of attack of -1.2*
to +1.2*.

The dynamic test for vertical motion (Figure 22)
T also shows an unstable condition above the critical veloc·

ity ratio of 3.1, although the decrement remains fairly
constant and could be corrected if the structural damping
were at least 0.03 in the structure. For torsional motion
a rather erratic curve was obtained, as can be seen in
Figure 23. For velocity ratios above 3.1 the section is
torsionally stable except for a very limited instability
condition between V/Nb of 12.0 and 12.7 which is not
serious at all. There is another region of non-cata-
strephic torsional instability between V/Nb of 2.0 and
3.1, however, this too is notserious.6.

Girdgr H·Section.
,‘

Figures 2h through 27 indicate the effect of
initial test amplitude cn the magnitude of the peak dee- s

rements in regions of both stability and limited insta· ,
bility for vertical motion. The initial test amplitude
is the initial displacement given the section before it is
allowed to oscillate freely in the air stream. It is seen
that the general shape of the stability response graph is
preserved in these four tests but the magnitude of the
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peak decrements in each region decreases as the initial

test amplitude is increased. A similar conclusion is

reached from the torsional motion dynamic tests in Fig-

ures 28 through 31.
Figure 32 represents a summary of the informa-

tion regarding amplitude effect on logarithmic decrement

obtained from Figures 2L through 31. The curves obtained

for vertical motion from actual tests are shown in Figure

32 as solid lines between the amplitude ranges of 0.025
to 0.10 inch. Outside this range these curves are shown

dashed to indicate their probable paths. The graph (Fig-

ure 32) for vertical motion in the unstable region repre-

sents the maximum decrements for the last region of lim-

ited instability in Figures 2h through 27. The graph

(Figure 32) for vertical motion in the stable region rep-

resents the maximum decrements of the stable region pre-

ceding the region of maximum non-catastrophicinstabilityin

Figures 2h through 27. The curves obtained for tor-

sional motion from actual tests are shown in Figure 32 as

alternate dots and dashes between the amplitude ranges of

0.25 to 1.0 degree. Outside this range these curves are

shown dashed to indicate their probable paths. The graph

in Figure 32 for torsional motion in the stable region
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represents the maximum decrements obtained from the last
stable regions in Figures 29 through 31. The graph in

Figure 32 for torsional motion in the unstable region

represents the maximum decrements of the region preceding

the region of maximum torsional stability in Figures 29

through 31.
Another interesting phenomenon observed in the

torsional motion tests was the variation in frequency at

various velocity ratios. The H—section considered was

catastrophically unstable in toreion above critical veloc·

ity ratios ranging from 1.85 to 2.15. In every case the

actual frequency in the last stable region (just below the

critical velocity ratio) was considerably less than the

natural frequency. The same phenomenon was noted for the

stable region preceding the range of greatest limited in-

stability for the vertical motion tests, although this
8

frequency variation was not plotted.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

g
(A.

TEST RESULTS (

The theeis that static teste on section models
reveal the basic stability characteristics of these sec-
tions was confirmed in these tests with two exceptions,
both of which have possible explanations.
1. §ection ”a". _

This section is acceptable from the standpoint
of aerodynamic stability. The dynamic tests substantiate
the static tests in that both indicate basically a neutral
section for angles of attack in the vicinity of l.5°.
Although the dynamic test for vertical motion indicates a
section which is slightly unstable between V/Nb of 5.0 andU
11.0, this negative decrement is so small (maximum of
-0.01) that it most likely would be corrected by struc·
tural damping. In the dynamic test for torsional motion
it can be seen that although the region of rather high
non—catastrophic instability might cause some difficulty,
the section is basically stable.
2. Section ”b".

This section is not as acceptable as section
“a” because of the higher degree of vertical instability
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‘ above V/Nb of 3.0. Again there is good agreement between
the static and dynamic tests. The changes in the propor-,
tions of girder depth and slot width in section ”b” have
improved the torsional properties of the section while in-
creasing the vertical instability as compared to section

'
”a”. However, since the vertical stability response graph

p seems to indicate a neutral section with the reference
axis shifted down somewhat, a fair amount of structural
damping in the neighborhood of 0.0h would most likely
reader this an acceptable section. Throughout the test-,
ing a pronounced beat effect was noted at various times
on the time—disp1acement record, indicating the action_of
more than one variable force at different frequencies.
This effect was very pronounced above velocity ratios of
3.0 for the vertical motion dynamic test of this section.
3. Sectgon ”c”. e

This section is not aerodynamically stable be-
cause of an indicated catastrophic torsional instability
steve velocity ratios of 10.6. For this case the static
moment graph indicated torsional stability for a range of
angles of attack between ·5.7° to +5.7° which did not agree

A with the torsional motion dynamic test as can be seen. It
may be, however, that above velocity ratios of 18.7 the
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section does become torsionally stable, since this was

the highest run made cn this section, However, it appear-
ed impracticablc to go higher because of the structural

strength of the model and of the system itself, Since the

negative damping at a V/Nb of 18,7 was -0,378 (not shown
on graph, Figure 17) it is highly improbable that the
structure could survive this range even if there were a

stable region at a higher velocity ratio. It must be
kept in mind, however, that this section is torsionally
unstable above a velocity ratio of 10,6 which is very
high for this type of test, For the actual structure,

if a V/Nb of 10,6 meant a wind velocity greater than
ex-)

pected, this might be considered an acceptable section,

The only difficulty would then be the torsionally non-

catastrophic unstable range present, which, however, would

be reduced by structural damping, As has been stated pre-
viously, some actual bridges have been found to have

structural damping in the neighborhood of 0.05 to 0,l0(7),

k, 4Segtion'“d”,
F This section, like section "c”, is not aero-

dynamically stable because of an indicated catastrophic

torsional instability above velocity ratios of 8,2, For

this case the static moment graph indicates this tor-

sionally unstable condition, The static lift graph also
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lndicates vertical instability between angles of attack
of —3° and +3*. Although the vertical stability response
graph for this section shows a stable condition from V/Nb
of 2.1 to at least 12.0, it does appear that it might
cross the axis at a higher value of V/Nb, which would
then substantiate the static lift graph. This section
would be in the same category as section “c”, l.e., if
a V/Nb of 8.2 for section “d” corresponds to an exces—

g slve wind velocity for the prototype, then this too would
be an acceptable section. —

5. Section “e”.

This section is not aerodynamically stable be«
cause of an lndicated vertically unstable range above
veloclty ratlos of 3.1. However, since the decrement in
the range above V/Nb of 3.1 seems to be falrly constant,
lf the actual structure were capable of damping to the

- extent of approximately 0.035, the section could be con-
sidered acceptable. For this section the static tests
again predlct the behavior found from the dynamic tests.

« The erratic behavior of this section in the higher ranges
of V/Nb, although practically entlrely within the stable

a region, is quite different from the usual graphs obtained.
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6. Girder H—Section.
The dynamic tests on the girder H-section at

varying initial amplitudes partially confirm the theory
proposed by Dr. Steinman(20'2l) concerning the forced mo-
tion or vortex effect on suspension bridge sections. From
the equation developed on page 35 where

<·Y„- <&· sl -· <%·—‘„$—,’·,;<·i°——;?°——‘?>

it is evident that the following is true: T

a ·-= o T then ga ¤ <><>
a>aothenThis

expression was developed for an arbitrary external
harmonic force acting en a body. By examining a summary
of the results of the dynamic tests on the girder H-section
in Figure 32, it is seen that the curves presented could
represent solutions for the aerodynamic damping in the
above expression. The curves certainly seem to satisfy
the three conditions which are evident from the expres-·
sion, i.e.,

A
1. At the steady state amplitude the structural

damping is equivalent to the aerodynamic damping.



(
2. As the initial amplitude approaches zero

the aerodynamic damping increases and could presumably
approach infinity.

3. When the initial amplitude is greater than
the steady state amplitude, the net damping (thediffer~ence

between aerodynamic and structural damping) is nega-
tive which in this case indicates a stable condition.

Since the curves (Figure 32) seem to satisfy
this forced motion expression, it is reasonable to con-
clude that some forced vibration as well as self-excited
vibration is taking place in the oscillations of the sec-
tion during the tests. The fact that the frequency of
vibration does not remain constant during a test run also
seems to indicate the influence of a forced vibration
effect in certain ranges which effects or controls the

e frequency of the oscillations. This vortex effect would ~
explain the discrepancies existing between the present
theory(l9) (based on self~excited oscillations) and the
experimental results; especially the difference between
the existence of sharp peak decrements (in both stable
and limited unstable regions) found by experiment and the
smoother curve developed from theory. This difference
would then be attributed to resonance effects causing
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sharp peaks (representing forced vibrations) superimposed

upon the basic curves obtained from the general theorytlg)

g (due to self-excited vibrations)(l3). The magnitude of

the contribution of the forced motion effect to the peak
‘ decrement values is a variable one, depending at least

upon the initial amplitude, as was evident from the dynam-

, ic tests of the girder H-section. Since a forced motion

has a limiting amplitude, these resonance effects occur q
only in stable regions and regions of limited instability.

a In regions of catastrophic instability, the forced motion

effect may contribute to some extent towards initiating

the oscillations which ultimately result in the destruc-

tion·of the structure, however, in this region the self-

excited vibrations are the primary cause of failure since
·they

have no limiting amp1itude•
x

Another indication of the presence of a forced
motion was the beat effect noticed at various times during

the tests, which implics the existence of more than one
forcing function (self-excited motion and forced motion)

acting at different frequencies•
An important question arises concerning the

range over which geriodig vortex shedding occurs„ There

is some uncertainty regarding the influence of Reynolds*
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Number (R) on the frequency of vortex discharge for sec-
tion models and for their prototypes. Since the R at
which wind tunnel tests on section models are run differs
considerably from the R which exists for prototypes at
comparable V/Nb values, the danger exists of applying
results for one type of flow condition in the model to an
entirely different condition in the prototype. As an ex-
ample of the difference in range of R between model and
prototype: for a V/Nb of 1.7 and air at standard condi-
tions, the R for the vertical motion tests of the gird-
er H-section (d/b • 0.2) was approximately 9,200, whereas
for a prototype the size of the Tacoma Bridge the R would
be approximatelY h36,00. Although the Variation of vor-
tex frequency with respect to Reynolds' Number for this

Itype of section is not known, there is much information
concerning vortex effects on circular cylinders which
might serve as a guide concerning what to expect on a
bridge section. A circular cylinder exhibits periodic
vortex discharges, where the frequency is a linear func-
tion of the Velocity, over the entire range of Reynolds*
Numbers from 1,000 to 5o0,0oo(22). Beyond this range
there is some question as to whether or not periodic vor-
tex shedding takes place. ”However, in connection with a
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recent investigation, Krzywoblocki has stated that it
is the belief of many investigators that in the case of
bodies with sharp edges the vortex system is geometrically
similar over the whole range of Reynolds' Numbers, except
at very low values”(ll).

I B. REGOMMENDATIONS

Several questions arose during the course of

this investigation, the answers to which were not immedi-
ately apparent. Since the element of time was an impor-
tant consideration, some of the problems and peculiari-
ties that arose are presented for reference in future

investigations.
”

l. In order to confirm the static moment graph
for section ”c“ it might be advisable to run a torsional
motion dynamic test using springe which develop a lower
frequency than those used in this test. This would allow
testing in a much higher range of V/Nb for lower wind

velocities.
2. A check of the static lift graph for sec-

tion “d” could also be obtained by running a vertical

motion dynamic test on this section with lighter springe
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as described in Recommendation #1 for higher ranges of

v/Nb.
3. An investigation of the variation in fre-

quency during the dynamic tests and the correspondence of

this variation with the decrement peaks, obtained in the
stability response graphs themselves, might yield some
qualitative results towards the solution of the forced
motion aspect of the problem. The data compiled in this
investigation could be used for such an investigation. Al-
though the frequency variations for four dynamic tests were
shown in this investigation, a more complete program along
this line would be necessary before any definite conclu-
sions could be drawn.

A. Direct measurement of the forces identified
with the vortex effect is very desirable. As has been
mentioned previously, several attempts to measure this
force directly during this investigation have been unsac-
cessful, but in the near future it probably will be
accomplished as part of the continuation of this test
program.
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VII. CONCLUSIGNS

As a result of this investigation the following
conclusions may be stated:

l. The variation in initial test amplitude for
dynamic stability response tests does not change the gen~
eral shape of the curve, but does effect the magnitude of
the decrement in both the stable and unstable regions.
An increase in initial test amplitude results in a de-
crease in magnitude of the decrement.

2. The opinion that the foreed motion effect,
identified with the Karman vortex trail, is a factor in
the response graphs of bridge section models has been
reinforced.3.

Section ”a” ia basically stable for both
vertical and torsicnal motion. However, there is a range
of non—catastrophic torsional instability which may be
troublesome.

A. Section “b" is basically stable for torsion-
al motion and basically unstable for vertical motion. As
in section “a“ there is also a range of non—catastrophic
torsional instability which may be troublesome.

5. Section ”c” is basically stable for ver-
tical motion and catastrophically unstable for torsional
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motion. There is a range of limited vertical instability
·which, however, has a comparatively small decrement as a
maximum. e6.

Section ”d” is basically unstable for both
vertical and torsional motion.

7. Section “e” is basically stable for tor-
sional motion and basically unstable for vertical motion.
There is a range of small limited instability for tor-
sional motion.

Each of these five sections was carefully select-
ed from a series of previous static tests as being basically
aerodynamically stable. In each case an attempt was made
to select a section which would be es close to a neutral
section as possible. Yet, the results of this investiga-
tion show only one section (section ”a”) to be completely
stable.^ The reason for this apparent discrepancy can be
sttributed only to the difference in detail between the
models used for the earlier tests and the models used in
these tests. This difference in detail amounted to the
difference in the method of support of the girders and
fine, and consequently the percentage cf longitudinal open-
ings in the deck. This illustrates the importance of de-
tails when working with essentially neutral sections. In
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the cases in this investigation where the static test
graphs had a negative slope, it was relatively small, but
enough to indicate aerodynamic instability. Therefore,
when selecting basic sections on the basis of static tests,
it is advisable to choose those sections which indicate a
slight positive slope of static lift and moment graphs.
Adopting this policy will reduce the probability of caus-
ing the details in the actual section to shift the slope
of these graphs enough to render the section unstable.
This policy has been recommended previously(1) and the _
present investigation confirms the soundness of this pro-
cedure.

In conclusion, therefore, the selection of a
final bridge section, which will be aerodynamically stable,
should be based upon static tests run on_gg§;g section

°models. From the results of these tests, sections should
be selected which have the most favorable stability char-
acteristics, i.e., those with small positive slope of
lift and moment graphs, rather than those exhibiting
neutral qualities. In order to determine the magnitude
and extent of possible regions of limited instability,—
dynamic tests should be run on actual models (with de- a

teils) of the proposed sections which were selected as a
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„’
result of the static tests on the basic sections. The
dynamic tests eliminate the possibility of adopting a
final section which, although basically stable, might
be subject to a dangerous limited instability condition
which could prove disastrous if not detected.

It can, therefore, be seen that wind tunnel
tests on section models offer a positive approach to the
final solution of the problem of aerodynamic instability,
and have been indiepensable in obtaining the amount of
information that is presently available on the subject.
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